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Title word cross-reference

d [HV19, VV19]. N [WZK+19].

-Choices [VV19]. -Tier [WZK+19].

802.15.4 [AM17]. 8th [KS18].

[CZCC19, MC16, NCF+17].

Balancing [YYX+19], Bargaining [LLTL18]. Based [AM17, DD17, LLTL18, NWK+16, VV19, YLN+17, AFGR18].

Beacon [AM17], Beacon-Enabled [AM17].

Behavioral [AM17], Benefits [LB16], Big [MRH18], Bloom [FB16], Broadcast [SLH19], Buses [CCH+16], Buying [YLN+17].

Cache [FA19, JNT18, NCF+17], Caches [LB16], Caching [GLM16], Calls [CCY+18], Capacity [FPW17, LS17], Case [NT16], Center [CZCC19], Centers [FGRT16, ZRWL16], Centric [CCY+18].

Challenges [HBK+18]. Characteristics [BCG19, ZWH16], Characterization [MRH18], Chip [LS17], Choices [VV19, YYX+19], Chunked [SLH19], Class [AFGR18], Cloud [AAL+17, DD17, GSS16, HBK+18, JWS17, LZL+19, LLTL18, MC16, NWK+16, PAEA+16, WZK+19, YLN+17, ZLW18].

Cloud-Based [DD17], CloudHeat [CZL+18], Clustering [LLW+19], Cocoa [YLN+17], Codes [CCH+16], Coding [CCH+16, LRS18, SLH19], Collection [VY19], Colocation [ZRWL16], Colored [AM17], Combined [LS17], Community [RSS18], Comparative [LZL+19].

Competing [NBP19], Complex [IAEH+18], Compression [FB16].

Computing [DD17, FGRT16, LLTL18, WJW19, YLN+17, ZLW18], Concurrency [LS17], Conference [KS18], Configuration [BJLM16], Congestion [DGR16], Considerations [VNTA16], Contact [BBP17], Container [YLN+17], Container-Based [YLN+17], Content [GM19, NXL17, PFK18], Contention [MC16], Contention-Aware [MC16], Control [CCY+18, DGR16], Control-Theoretic [DGR16].

Controlling [FPW17], Convergence [JNT18], Copula [DWS17], Core [LS17, LCD+17, MRH18, NSMA19], Correlated [NT16], Cost [WLU18], Cost-Effective [WLU18], Costs [NWK+16], Crowd [NTLM18], Crowdsourcing [XLT16], Cycling [BBP17].

Darknets [RS16], Data [CZCC19, FGRT16, IADB19, KSM+17, LRS18, MRH18, WCKN18, ZRWL16].

Data-Intensive [KSM+17], Databases [MC16], Datacenter [CZL+18], Dead [RS16], Dealing [RS16], Deferrals [FPW17], Deficit [DD18], Delay [SLH19].

Demand [GM19, ZRWL16, ZLW18], Demands [WCKN18], Dependability [HBK+18], Dependence [DWS17], Design [HBK+18, LS17, XLT16], Detecting [KSS016], Detection [PIR19], Discriminatory [IAV16], Disk [CSS+18], Dissemination [NT16], Distributed [ZRWL16], Distributions [AP16], DTNs [NBP19], Duty [BBP17], Dynamic [DD18, NT16, TMASA16, YLN+17], Dynamics [LZW+16].

EC2 [WLU18], Economics [AAL+17].

Ecosystem [PPP+17], Effect [GM19, LS17], Effective [WLU18].

Efficiency [DD18, LZL+19], Efficient [CZL+18, JWS17, RS16, WJW19, YYX+19].

Embedded [NSMA19], Emergency [ZRWL16, ZLW18], Emerging [HBK+18], Empirical [WLU18], Employing [LB16], Enabled [AM17], Ends [RS16],

Endurance [VV19], Energy [HPK16, LCD+17, VNTA16],

EnergyQARE [CZCC19], Engineering [KS18], Ensuring [PFK18], Environments [MC16], EP [HPK16], EQ [CCY+18],

Estimating [BJLM16], Estimation [AP16], Evaluating [LS17, PPIR19], Evaluation.
Experiments [LLW19],

Fair [NWK16], Fairness [VNTA16]. False [FB16], False-Positive [FB16]. Fast [LCD17]. Features [WLU18]. Field [LRS18, LXG18]. File [NT16, SLH19]. File-Transfer [SLH19]. Filters [FB16].


Game [LLTL18]. Game-Based [LLTL18]. Games [LXG18, SS17]. Garbage [V19]. Generalization [FA19]. Geo [ZRWL16]. Geo-Distributed [ZRWL16]. Geographic [Var18], GPSonflow [Var18]. Graph [RSS18], Graphs [NT16]. Grid [CZCC19]. Group [YN17]. Guarantees [LLTL18].


ICPE [KS18]. Identical [HV19].


Large [LR18, WJL19, ZWHD16].


Load-Balancing [YYX19]. Lose [BBPC17]. Low [DGR16]. Low-Priority [DGR16]. LRU [FA19, JNT18].


Net [AM17]. Network [LZL19, LZW16, SLH19].

Network-Level [LZL19]. Networks [BJLM16, BBPC17, LXG18, PFK18]. Nice [Var18]. Nudge [LXG18].

Obtaining [KSM17]. Offloading [FGRT16]. Offs [HPK16]. Online [CZL18, KSM17, NSMA19, XLT16, ZL18].

OpenACC [LB16]. OpenFOAM [LXW17]. Opportunistic [BBPC17, PFK18]. Opportunities [LB16].

Optimal [SLH19, Var18]. Optimal [SM17]. Optimality [DD18]. Optimizing [FB16].
Random [SLH19]. RAPL [KH18+]. Rate [CCH+16, CCY+18]. Real [DD17, DD18].
Real-Time [DD17, DD18]. Recommendations [GM19, KSSO16].
Reduction [JSW17]. Redundancy [HV19, JSW17]. Regulation [CZCC19].
Relays [NB19]. Reliable [NSMA19]. Replacement [FA19]. Replicas [HV19].
Sampled [AP16]. Scalability [WZK+19]. Scale [AFGR18, WJW19, ZWD16].
Scale-Out [AFGR18]. Scale-Up [AFGR18]. Scoring [HPPQ19].
Selecting [RSS18]. Selected [KS18]. Selecting [NTLM18]. Self [LZW+16].
REFERENCES

[DD17]. Synchronization [KKRK19].
System [ADLB19, MRH18]. Systems [DD17, GLM16, JSW17, KKKRK19, LRS18, LXG+18, LCD+17, NSMA19, NXL17, XLT16].

Tails [HPPQ19]. Task [NSMA19].
Taxonomy [HBK+18]. Techniques [JSW17]. Temporal [DWS17]. Tenants [NWK+16]. Theoretic [DGRL16].
Throughput [CSS+18]. Tier [WZK+19].

Time [DD17, DD18, HPPQ19, IAV16, NCF+17].
Top [NTLM18]. Top-Quality [NTLM18].
Trade [HPK16]. Trade-Offs [HPK16].
Traffic [AP16, YYX+19]. Transfer [SLH19].
Transmission [BJLM16]. Tree [FB16].
Tree-Structured [FB16]. Truthful [ZRWL16]. TTL [JNT18]. Two [NBP19].
Two-hop [NBP19].

Unified [GLM16]. Unknown [GM19].
User [DD18]. Using [FPW17, KHN+18, ZWHD16, SLH19].

vs [AFGR18].

Wireless [BJLM16]. Workflows [IAEH+18].
Workload [MC16]. Workloads [AFGR18]. [AFGR18]
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